Period-colour (PC) and amplitude-colour (AC) relations at maximum, mean and minimum light are constructed from a large grid of full amplitude hydrodynamic models of Cepheids with a composition appropriate for the SMC (Small Magellanic Cloud). We compare these theoretical relations with those from observations. The theoretical relations are in general good agreement with their observational counterparts though there exist some discrepancy for short period (log[P ] < 1) Cepheids. We outline a physical mechanism which can, in principle, be one factor to explain the observed PC/AC relations for the long and short period Cepheids in the Galaxy, LMC and SMC. Our explanation relies on the hydrogen ionization front-photosphere interaction and the way this interaction changes with pulsation period, pulsation phase and metallicity. Since the PC relation is connected with the period-luminosity (PL) relation, it is postulated that such a mechanism can also explain the observed properties of the PL relation in these three galaxies.
INTRODUCTION
The papers in this series are devoted to a study of the periodcolour (PC) and amplitude-colour (AC) relations for classical Cepheid variables, the physics behind the connections of PC and AC relations, and the implication for Cepheid period-luminosity (PL) relations. The connection between the PC and AC relations was derived by Simon et al. (1993) , who applied the Stefan-Boltzmann law at the optical maximum and minimum light together with the fact that radial variations are small in the optical (Cox 1980) . Specifically:
log Tmax − log Tmin = 1 10 (Vmin − Vmax),
where Tmax and Tmin are the effective temperature at the maximum and minimum light, respectively. If Tmax, and hence the colour at maximum light, is independent of period, then equation (1) implies there is a relation between the temperature at minimum light and the optical amplitudes, and vice versa. Code (1947) found that at the maximum light, the spectral type of Galactic Cepheids is independent of pulsating period. Convincing observational support ⋆ E-mail: kanbur@oswego.edu for a flat (i.e. zero slope) maximum light PC relation has been documented by Simon et al. (1993) , Kanbur & Ngeow (2004, hereafter Paper I) , Kanbur et al. (2004, hereafter Paper II) and Kanbur & Ngeow (2006, hereafter Paper III) for the Galactic (with log[P ] > 0.8, where P is pulsation period in days) and LMC (with log[P ] > 1.0) Cepheids. These authors imply that the flatness of the Cepheid PC relation at maximum is due to the interaction between the hydrogen ionization front (HIF) and the photosphere (defined as optical depth τ = 2/3; see Paper II, III and Simon et al. 1993) . However, Paper I found that the SMC PC relation, in (V − I) colour, at maximum light is not flat, but instead suffers a "flattening" of the slope from 0.396 ± 0.039 to 0.207 ± 0.071 for short and long period (log[P ] > 1.0) Cepheids, respectively. This change of slope is marginally significant using the F -test described in Paper I. One motivation for this paper is to investigate the physics behind PC relations at maximum light and in particular why Galactic and LMC Cepheids display flat maximum light PC relations and SMC Cepheids do not.
Since the PC and PL relations are really projections of the period-luminosity-colour (PLC) relation, PC and PL relations are closely connected: changes in one are generally reflected in changes in the other. Hence one way to look for changes in Cepheid PL relations is to look for changes in PC and AC relations. Another important driving force behind this series of papers is to investigate the possible physics behind recent results suggesting that the LMC (Large Magellanic Cloud) PL (and PC) relation is non-linear: in the sense that current LMC Cepheid data are statistically consistent with two PL (and PC) relations of significantly differing slope with a break at/around a period of 10 days. The observational evidence for this is presented in Tammann & Reindl (2002) , Paper I & III, Ngeow et al. (2005) , Sandage et al. (2004) and Ngeow & Kanbur (2006a, hereafter Paper IV) . It is also interesting to note, as has been pointed out in previous work, that the "break" period of log(P ) ∼ 1.0 is also the location of the well known Cepheid pulsation resonance. Paper IV use the OGLE (Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment, Udalski et al. 1999b ) LMC data and phase all Cepheids to a common epoch and then plot both PC and PL relations as a function of phase. This approach presents clear and compelling evidence of a break at a phase around 0.8 and also attest to the dynamic nature of the PL relation. The PC relation follows changes in the PL relation very closely. However the standard PL relation used in the literature is at mean light: the average over phase of the multiphase relations presented in Paper IV. Because the PL relation is indeed linear at certain phases (e.g., at maximum light), the net result is that the strength of the non-linearity is diluted at mean light. We emphasize, though, that a battery of parametric and non-parametric statistical tests carried out on the LMC PL relation at mean light in optical bands confirm the existence of the non-linearity at high confidence levels -greater than 99%. These tests include the F -test, robust methods like Tukey's bi-weight function and non-parametric techniques (Paper I; Ngeow et al. 2005) . In contrast the Galactic and Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) PL and PC relations are found to be linear with current data (Udalski et al. 1999a; Tammann et al. 2003; . Since the Galaxy, LMC and SMC have different metallicity, it has been conjectured that metallicity is the key to understanding this behavior.
We now briefly discuss some criticisms of results implying a non-linear LMC PL relation. One of these is that the OGLE LMC sample lacks sufficient long period Cepheids. Despite the fact that the F -test takes into account both the number and nature of the observations, Ngeow & Kanbur (2006b) augmented the OGLE sample with data taken from, for example, Caldwell & Laney (1991) and Sebo et al. (2002) . They conclude on the basis of their rigorous statistical test (the F -test) that even with this augmented LMC Cepheid data, the LMC PL relation is still found to be non-linear in the sense described above (even though the difference in the slopes of the long and short period PL relations may be small). Another criticism is that extinction errors are influencing the result even though only published extinction values are used. Well established observations and theory have shown that the Galactic and LMC Cepheid PC relations are flat at maximum light, at least for the longer period (log[P ] > 1) Cepheids (see Paper I, II, III and Simon et al. 1993) . If the extinction values required to make the mean light LMC PC and PL relations linear are adopted, then the LMC PC relation at maximum light is no longer flat. In this scenario, LMC Cepheids get hotter at maximum light as the period increases, which is in distinct disagreement with the theory and observations at maximum light (Simon et al. 1993) . The referee has pointed out that if the amplitude increases sufficiently fast with period, then it could produce hotter temperatures at maximum light with increasing period. But note that the amplitude increases fairly rapidly after 10 days and this is precisely when the observed PC relation is flattest. Further if the LMC Cepheids are such that they got hotter at maximum light as the period increases this is different to Galactic Cepheids at maximum light. We therefore believe that extinction errors are not the cause of the observed non-linear LMC PL relation. More detailed discussions regarding extinction errors are given in Sandage et al. (2004) , Ngeow et al. (2005) and Ngeow & Kanbur (2006b) , and will not be repeated here.
Since the Cepheid PL relation is a cornerstone of modern astrophysics, a proper understanding of its properties and the physics behind it is crucial. For example, it is of fundamental importance in establishing an extra-galactic distance scale that is independent of CMB studies. An appropriate refinement of the Cepheid PL distance scale, can provide a value of Hubble's constant accurate to less than 3-4%. Though the current Cepheid based estimate of H0 is accurate to 10% (Freedman et al. 2001 ), a more accurate (< 5%) direct measurement of H0 via a Cepheid distance scale is still very relevant because it will help to break the degeneracy between Ωmatter and H0 present from W M AP CMB estimates (see, for example, Tegmark et al. 2004; Freedman 2005; Hu 2005; Spergel et al. 2007 ). CMB measurements can only estimate ΩmatterH 2 0 and estimate H0 only if a simple flat ΛCDM model is assumed. Table 2 of Spergel et al. (2007) points to the fact that an independent estimate of H0 accurate to 1% will result in a reduction of the 65% confidence interval on Ωmatter by almost a factor of two over that with W M AP alone. This is a greater reduction than if other data such as 2dFGRS are used (table 5 of Spergel et al. 2007) . With the possibility of Gaia and SIM satellites producing more accurate parallaxes for many Cepheids a considerably more accurate Cepheid zero point is well within reach. Better refinement of the slope of PL relation will become vital. Equally as important, modeling the Cepheid PL relation can yield important information about the massluminosity (ML) relation obeyed by Cepheids. Since these ML relations are sensitive functions of input physics, such as the amount of convective overshoot, such modeling is also important for theories of stellar evolution and pulsation.
A working theoretical hypothesis to explain the nonlinear LMC PL and PC relation is the interaction of the HIF with the stellar photosphere at certain phases. Paper II & III published theoretical pulsation models of Galactic and LMC Cepheids, respectively, to model this behavior. In these papers we found that the interaction of the HIF and stellar photosphere may play an important role in explaining the observed PC and PL behavior. We briefly summarize this theory in what follows (see Paper II & III for more details). In a pulsating Cepheid, the HIF and stellar photosphere independently move in and out in the mass distribution as the star pulsates. In certain circumstances, the stellar photosphere can be located at the base of the HIF. In this case, when the the density is low the temperature of the stellar photosphere and hence the effective temperature of the Cepheid at that phase experiences a much reduced depen- Table 1 . Input parameters for SMC Cepheid models with periods obtained from a linear analysis. The periods, P 0 and P 1 , are referred to the fundamental and first overtone periods, respectively. Similarly for the growth rate, η. Both of the mass and luminosity are in Solar units, the temperature is in K and the period is in days. dence on pulsation period. Thus the PC relation is flatter in this situation. Because the PL relation is intimately connected to changes in the PC relation, the PL relation slope will also change. Because this HIF-photosphere engagement happens suddenly, the changes in the PC and PL relation are sharp. The phase and period at which such a low density HIF-photosphere interaction can occur depends on the ML relation since this controls the location of the HIF in the mass distribution (Kanbur 1995; Kanbur & Phillips 1996) . The connection to metallicity occurs because the ML relation, taken from stellar evolution calculations, is indeed a function of metallicity. In this paper we extend the work of Paper II & III by constructing a large grid of full amplitude hydrodynamic models of Cepheids with an SMC metallicity and study how the interaction of the photosphere and HIF affects the PC (and hence the PL relation) in these models compared to previous work looking at Galactic (Paper II) and LMC (Paper III) models. Section 2 outlines the methodology and pulsation codes we used in this paper and Section 3 presents our results for the SMC models. The conclusion and discussion is given in Section 4. 
METHODS AND SMC MODELS
The codes for computational and numerical methods for doing the pulsation modelings are described in Yecko et al. (1998) and Kolláth et al. (2002) , and are exactly the same as used in Paper II & III. In brief, the input parameters to the pulsation codes include the mass (M ), luminosity (L), effective temperature (T ef f ) and chemical composition (X, Z). In this paper, the chemical composition is set to be (X, Z) = (0.70, 0.004) to represent the SMC hydrogen and metallicity abundance (by mass). The input effective temperatures are chosen to ensure the models oscillate in the fundamental mode and located within the Cepheid instability strip. To be consistent with Paper II & III, we adopt the same ML relations as given below:
(i) ML relation given in Bono et al. (2000) : 
(ii) ML relation given in Chiosi (1989) for Z = 0.001:
log(L) = 3.22 log(M ) + 1.511.
The units for both M and L are in Solar units. To convert the temperatures from the models to the (V − I) colours, we use the BaSeL atmosphere database (Lejeune 2002; Westera et al. 2002) to construct a fit giving temperature and effective gravity (see Paper II) as a function of (V − I) colour. The bolometric corrections (BC) are converted in a similar manner. Note that the effect of a microturbulence parameter that varies with phase has been discussed in Paper III: its variation with phase does not influence the results presented in this paper. To convert the observed colours to the temperatures appropriate for the SMC data, we use the prescriptions given in Beaulieu et al. More details of the methodology, the pulsation codes and the temperature-colour conversions can be found in Paper II & III, and will not be repeated in detail here.
RESULTS
The results for our SMC models are collectively summarized in Table 1 -3. Table 1 presents the input mass (and hence the luminosity) and effective temperature for our SMC models and the resulting periods from linear non-adiabatic calculations. Table 1 displays the fact that the models constructed in this study occupied a wide range of periods with an unstable and stable fundamental and first overtone mode respectively. Thus we avoid regions of the instability strip which are susceptible to first overtone or double mode pulsation. Table 2 gives the temperatures at the maximum and minimum luminosity for the models calculated in Table 1 . Table  3 , with identical layout as in table 3 of Paper II, presents more detailed information regarding photospheric temperatures at mean luminosities during the ascending and descending branches of the light (or luminosity) curves (see Paper II & III for more details). The results from the SMC models were compared to the observations, also presented in Figure 1 -3. In these figures, Fourier fits to the SMC Cepheid data, taken from Paper IV, were used to calculate the observed amplitudes and colours at maximum, mean, and minimum light using the definitions given in Paper I & III. Table 4 & 5 summarizes the empirical PC and AC relations at maximum, mean and minimum light for the SMC Cepheid data plotted in these figures, respectively. In Figure 1 , we compare the temperatures given in Table 2 & 3 to the observed SMC Cepheid data. Similarly, Figure 2 displays the PC relations at various phases for the SMC models superimposed on the SMC data. From these figures, we found that the SMC PC relation at minimum light has the smallest scatter for all periods and does not suffer a statistically significant change of slope at log(P ) ∼ 1.0, i.e. it is linear over the entire period range. The PC relation at maximum light is significantly flatter for long (log[P ] > 1.0) period than short period Cepheids and displays marginal evidence of a slope change at log(P ) ∼ 1.0. It also has the largest scatter over all phases.
The SMC models do a reasonable job in matching the observations in the period-temperature and the periodcolour plane, though the short period models at maximum light tend to be too cool compared to the observations (as in Figure 1 & 2) . Figure 3 portrays the results of AC relations from the models as compared to the SMC data. Several models, especially those using the Bono et al. (2000) ML relation, display a smaller amplitude as compared to the data. This is seen in the Galactic (Paper II) and LMC (Paper III) models as well, however we believe this does not affect our results on the HIF-photosphere interactions (Paper III). To the best of our knowledge a comparison of models and theory on PC/AC planes at different phases, as described here, has not been carried out in such detail before: further work will investigate in detail some of the discrepancies between models and observations described in the text. From the full amplitude SMC models, the temperature and the opacity profile can be plotted at a given phase of pulsation. Similar to Paper II & III, the locations of the HIF (sharp rise in the temperature profile) and photosphere can be identified from the temperature profile. Figure 4 displays the temperature and opacity profiles, with the locations of photosphere marked as filled circles, for a long period, a 10-days and a short period SMC model. From the temperature profile, the "distance" ∆ between the HIF and the photosphere from the temperature profile can be calculated (see Paper II for the definition of ∆). A small ∆ implies there is a HIF-photosphere interaction, and vice versa. Figure 5 presents the ∆ as a function of pulsating period for the SMC models with the two ML relations used in this paper. In Papers II & III, it is found that the distribution of ∆ as a function of period is almost independent of the adopted ML relations. This is also seen in the SMC models as depicted in Figure 5 . Furthermore, we see, in contrast to the behavior for Galactic and LMC models, the distance is reasonably constant for all periods and at all phases. Figure 15 of Paper III shows that at minimum light this distance for the Galactic models increases with period, but for the LMC models this distance only increases for periods greater than 10 days. At maximum light, all models display a constant distance. The SMC models are different in that there is almost a constant distance between the HIF and stellar photosphere, independent of pulsation period, pulsation phase and ML relation. Figure 6 depicts the photospheric density as a function of period for the SMC models. This figure needs to be compared with figure 16 of Paper III. The difference between the SMC models and the Galactic/LMC models is in the photospheric density at minimum light. The Galactic models have a photospheric density at minimum light which is less than 10 −8 gcm −3 . Paper II also found that for these Galactic models, the photosphere and HIF are not engaged. For the LMC models at minimum light, Paper III found that the HIF and photosphere are nearly always engaged with some indication that there is a separation for periods greater than 10 days. We also see that the photospheric density for these longer period LMC models is less than 10 −8 gcm −3 . The SMC models always have an engaged photosphere and HIF at all phases. But crucially, the density of the photosphere is higher than 10 −8 gcm −3 for models with log(P ) < 1.5. The higher densities mean that no sharp change in the temperature of the photosphere independent of the global stellar parameters can occur because our premise is that a sharp change can occur in the slope Table 4 . The SMC period-colour relation in the form of (V − I) = a log(P ) + b, and σ is the dispersion of the relation. Long and short periods refer to Cepheids with log(P ) > 1.0 and log(P ) < Table 5 . The SMC amplitude-colour relation in the form of (V − I) = aVamp + b, and σ is the dispersion of the relation. Long and short periods refer to Cepheids with log(P ) > 1.0 and log(P ) < . The temperature (top panels) and the opacity (κ, bottom panels) profiles, plotted in terms of the internal mass distribution (log[1 − Mr/M ], where Mr is mass within radius r and M is the total mass), for a long period, a 10-days period and a short period SMC models. The dotted, solid and dashed curves are for the profiles at maximum, mean and minimum light, respectively. The filled circles denote the location of the photosphere at τ = 2/3 for each phases. The mean light profiles at the ascending and descending branch are the solid curves that lie close to the profiles at maximum light (dotted curves) and minimum light (dashed curves), respectively.
of the PC relation when the photosphere and HIF are engaged and this occurs at low densities. Thus the PC relation for SMC Cepheids should show a much reduced change in the PC slope in going from short to long period Cepheids and this is what we see in the observations: at maximum light, Galactic and LMC Cepheids display a PC(max) relation with a slope that decreases to zero in going from short to long period (Paper I & III) but SMC Cepheids only show a reduced PC slope at maximum light. It may be possible to test this assertion spectroscopically and this will be the subject of a future investigation. Because the PC relation at mean light is an average of the PC relation at different phases, if there is a discontinuity or not at a certain phase, this effect will be transmitted to the mean light PC relation and hence to the mean light PL relation.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper we construct the full amplitude models appropriate for the SMC Cepheids to study the PC/AC relations and the HIF-photosphere interaction. In short, the SMC models constructed in this paper do a reasonable job of matching the observed PC relations at minimum and mean light. The greatest discrepancies occur for short period Cepheids at maximum light. These SMC models tend to not be driven to higher temperatures and hence bluer (V − I) colours, though they do fall inside the outer envelope of the observed data points.
From the previous papers in the series we note that the empirical LMC PC relation at minimum light has a statistically significant slope change or "break" at log(P ) ∼ 1.0, but has the smallest scatter over all phases. The LMC PC relation at maximum light has the largest scatter over all phases. It also shows a statistically significant change of slope across log(P ) ∼ 1.0 but has a flat slope (i.e. close to zero) when only the long period Cepheids are considered. The empirical Galactic PC relation displays a break at 10 days with a flat relation thereafter at the maximum light and a linear relation at minimum light. The empirical SMC PC relation also display a marginal break at maximum light but is linear at minimum light. The PC relation is flatter for the SMC Cepheids with log(P ) > 1 than the short period SMC Cepheids at the maximum light.
In terms of the empirical AC relation, the AC relations at maximum/minimum light are significantly broken (at log[P ] = 1.0) for all three galaxies (see Paper I & III). At maximum light, higher amplitude Cepheids in all three galaxies are driven to hotter temperature and hence bluer colours for all period ranges (with negative slope in the AC relation). Nevertheless the slope of these empirical AC relations at maximum light becomes shallower for the long period Cepheids. However, the opposite behavior is found at the minimum light as the long period Cepheids are driven to cooler temperature as the amplitude increases in all three galaxies. For short period Cepheids, the same behavior is found for the Galactic Cepheids but the LMC and SMC short period AC relations are nearly flat at minimum light. Figure 6 . Log of the photospheric density (defined as 1/V where V is the specific volume) plotted against period for the SMC models. The symbols are the same as in Figure 5 .
In all cases the behavior at mean light is intermediate between the properties at maximum/minimum light.
The Saha ionization equation, which is used in most models of Cepheid envelopes, is such that when the photosphere and HIF interact at low densities, the photospheric temperature will be almost independent of pulsation period. This is because when the HIF and photosphere are interacting or engaged, the photospheric temperature is essentially the same as the temperature at which hydrogen ionizes, and not dependent on the pulsation period. Hence the colour, either in (V − I) or in (B − V ), is also almost independent of the pulsation period. Moreover, as the period increases, the L/M ratio increases which, in turn, changes the location of the HIF, in terms of the mass distribution, in the Cepheid envelope. This can change the phase at which the HIF and photosphere interact.
One possible difference between Galactic, LMC and SMC models is the photospheric density at minimum light. For Galactic models, the L/M ratio causes the low density photosphere-HIF interaction to only occur at/around the maximum light, leading to a stronger relation between period and colour at minimum light. At other phases, the HIF and photosphere are well separated. For LMC models, the L/M ratio forces the HIF-photosphere interaction to occur at all phases for short period Cepheids at higher densities and at maximum light for longer period Cepheids at low densities. At phases close to the minimum light, the HIFphotosphere become disengaged for longer period Cepheids. This leads to change in the slope of PC relation at phases around minimum light for the long and short period LMC Cepheids. For SMC models, the HIF-photosphere interaction occurs throughout the pulsation cycle, but only occurs at low density at phases close to, and including, the maximum light for the long period models. This leads longer period SMC Cepheids to have a flatter PC relation slope than the short period SMC Cepheids at the maximum light. The high density photosphere-HIF interaction occurs at other phases and ensures that there is no significant change of slope in the PC relation as a function of period. The low density HIF-photosphere interaction at maximum light is the reason for the observed flat PC relation at maximum light for the Galactic and LMC Cepheids and the flatter PC(max) relation for longer period SMC Cepheids. In Table 6, we summarize some of the properties discovered in this series of papers for the Galactic, LMC and SMC Cepheids and models. Because these changes depend on the L/M ratio and because the M L relation is dependent on metallicity, the above argument outlines a mechanism whereby the observed changes in the PC relation between Galactic, LMC and SMC Cepheids could occur. Moreover these changes do not have to be monotonic with metallicity. Since the mean light PC relation is the average of the PC relation at different phases, changes in the slope of the PC relation, can, in principle, affect the mean light PC relation (see Paper I to IV).
In addition to our interest in understanding the physics behind the multi-phase PC and PL relations as a function of metallicity (in Galaxy, LMC and SMC), we are also interested in the changes of light curves shape in different galaxies. This is because the AC relations are essentially equivalent to plotting the light curve shape against temperature (or colour). Previous work has established that Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a very efficient way of describing light curve structure with upwards of 80% of structure variation being explained by just the first Principal Component (Kanbur et al. 2002; Tanvir et al. 2005) . Since the first PCA coefficient correlates well with amplitude, therefore there will be a correlation between the amplitude and light curve structure. We remark in passing that Keller & Wood (2006) mention a correlation between amplitude and effective temperature in their hydrodynamic models of Cepheids. It can be seen from this work and previous papers in this series that a correlation between amplitude and effective temperature is due to a more extreme correlation at maximum or minimum light: the physics of which has been explained in this paper and earlier papers in the series.
